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Star Struck

A SOUTHPARK STUDIO IS NURTURING ALL LEVELS OF MUSICAL TALENT.
By Page Leggett
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he aspiring actor or recording star who sets out for the Big Apple or L.A. is a cliché.
Here’s a fresher take on that tale: A young couple—New York natives already known in the
entertainment industry—move south to help other people launch their singing and acting

careers.
That’s the unlikely career trajectory of husband-and-wife team Alexis Jo Bruce, 30, and Levin Chaskey,
31. Bruce is a singer, actress, and music manager. Chaskey is a cinematographer who’s worked in New
York and L.A.
The two left Manhattan’s revered arts scene to come to a city with a burgeoning one. The pair discovered the Queen City when Bruce’s sister moved here. Now, they live and work in the SouthPark area.
Their Charlotte Star Room is in the Park Selwyn Terrace shopping center, along with Portofino’s and
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Alexis Jo Bruce and Levin Chaskey are
the talented team behind talentseeking studio, Charlotte Star Room.
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Mugs Coffee. It’s an unlikely place for a recording studio, but Bruce said they
wanted to be centrally located, offer ample parking, and allow parents to feel
safe when dropping their kids off for music lessons. If the location is surprising, the interior is even more so. It doesn’t have the dark, industrial feel you’d
expect.
“We wanted it to be light, modern, and comfortable,” Bruce says. (The
space is also available for events and meetings.) Her father, a builder and
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designer, helped build it out.
It’s hard—even for the couple—to condense into one soundbite what
Charlotte Star Room is. Yes, it’s a music and video production studio for
aspiring singers, songwriters, producers, and actors of all levels. But it’s more.
The couple will nurture serious talent but also allow amateurs the freedom to learn and have fun. They offer voice lessons and piano, drum, and
guitar lessons. They host kids’ parties and grown-up parties. They produce

FALL SALE

Persian Rugs & Antiques
Up to 65% off
New and Antiques Rugs.
25% Off Cleaning, Repair & Padding.
Trades Are Considered.

Bruce (left) is a singer, actress,
and music manager while Chaskey
(right) is a cinematographer.

professional corporate and educational videos. They make music videos.
They teach acting classes. They can also help the average social media
user up his game on YouTube and Instagram. Bruce has been singing
since she was a kid. “I never felt like I had a studio where I could go work
on my craft and be inspired,” she says. “We want young people to have
that experience.”
And when she says young, she means it. Star Room hosts “pop star

Offer ends November 30th, 2015.
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Charlotte Star Room’s interior is
bright, comfortable, and designed to
welcome talent of all ages.

parties” for children as young as age 6. Kids can get glammed up,
walk a red carpet, have a dance party, and record three songs in a real
recording studio. There’s even a fog machine. (Every star deserves
that.)
Kids can choose whatever songs they wish to record. “Taylor Swift
is basically a given,” says Bruce. The pop star parties are as much fun
for adults as they are for kids. Star Room has even hosted bachelorette and birthday parties for those who never outgrew the dream of
performing.
But there’s a serious side to the studio. In Manhattan, Bruce was
part of the management team for Nipsey Hussle, Nina Sky, and Sean
Kingston. Now, she personally manages the career of Ed Romanoff, an
up-and-coming folk singer who’s 55 and didn’t start singing professionally until he was 49.
Although classically trained, Bruce can coach aspiring musicians
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on whatever style of music they want to pursue—which is usually pop,
she says.
Chaskey also figured out his passion early; he’s been editing
videos since he was a teen. “Kids today are more and more technically inclined,” he says. “Everyone should have the opportunity to get
behind the lens.”
While the couple grew up in Sag Harbor on Long Island, they
didn’t meet until after college. But both recall teen nights at the Star
Room in the Hamptons—an “iconic place that’s now gone,” Bruce
says. That defunct club conjures happy, musical memories for the couple and served as the inspiration for the name of their new venture.
It was a place where they both felt inspired. The reincarnation of
the original Star Room will likewise inspire a new generation of performers—some of whom may one day leave Charlotte for Manhattan
or L.A. www.charlottestarroom.com.

